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THE geopolitics of food can be traced back to antiquity, yet remains no less
of a conundrum to global leaders today. The hungry circumstances for the
‘J-1’, Joseph the dreamer and “minister of food security” in biblical Egypt,
seem to plague modern day equivalents as anxiously. Regrettably, these hun-
gry circumstances still remain deeply rooted in Africa today, much as they
were in millennia past. Based on FAO data, food prices have risen by a stag-
gering 138% over the past ten years in comparison to inflation which has
risen by 46% over the same period. 

Food security

The African struggle with hunger is patently evidenced in a simple but
effective new index that has been developed by the Economist Intelligence
Unit. On the list of 105 countries indexed, 23 of those on the lowest 25 are
African, and in particular sub-Saharan African countries are the most food
insecure in the world. Burundi, Chad and the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) fill the three bottom rankings and have a massive 60% deficit in
require calorie intake requirements of their populations. They also fall well
short on enabling national food security. South Africa (ranked 40) features
just north of mid-way in a cluster with countries such as Turkey (ranked
36), China (ranked 38) Thailand (ranked 45) and Belarus (ranked 43).

What is interesting is that agricultural policy definitely counts: the work
clearly shows that access to finance for farmers, the presence of food safety
net programmes, protein quality and diet diversification; are
strong indicators of overall food security. Its logical assess-
ment is that government action in investing policy capital in
these areas could substantially improve a country’s food secu-
rity position over time. This is precisely what Africa’s key agri-
cultural policy instrument at a continental level, the Compre-
hensive African Agricultural Development Programme
(CAADP) requires. Under CAADP Africa seeks to achieve
food security by spending at least 10% of annual budgets on
the agriculture sector. 

And what of trade – is it an essential element in fostering
food security? One of the policy choices that is becoming
increasingly attractive to African policy makers is food self-
sufficiency as opposed to trade. A pertinent example is the
recent application made by South African wheat farmers to
build a self sufficiency index
into the national wheat tariff
price band model so as
assure that wheat is available
in-country all of the time.
The critics contend that even
if self-sufficiency is possible,
the rationale is questionable
as such policy choices would
possibly have a negative
impact on national income as
household food bills rise,
purchasing power is reduced
and, obliquely, food security
is compromised. The argu-
ment is made that trade is a
means of connecting those
that have plenty of food with
those that do not have
enough. A compelling argu-
ment raised by the wheat
farmers is that the 2008/
2009 food crises saw a
tremendous rise in export
bans in grain exporting
nations. Food security
remains an enigma for most
African states in the post-
2008 food crisis scenario era.
Regional trading blocs in the
African Union are aware of
the role that CAADP plays in
regional food security. The
year ahead will be an immi-
nent test in light of large
scale crop failures in the US
corn market, the US being
the world’s largest corn sup-
plier, and the current spiking
trends of global corn prices
which remains Africa’s staple
diet. Africa requires the wis-
dom of a new Joseph the ‘J1’.

www.hiltonlambert.com
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Call us on 011 889-7365 for complete peace of mind! 
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YOUR COMPANY CAN’T ESCAPE FROM THE INEVITABLE IN LIFE...
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WE MEET YOU R U N IQU E N EEDS 

AC ROSS TH E FX L AN DSCAPE.

At Absa Capital, we offer expert advice to help you make 

decisions that lead to success. We provide a comprehensive 

suite of foreign exchange products, customised solutions 

and market-leading research. Our breadth and scale 

enable us to provide you with outstanding execution 

and liquidity across all markets, from G-10 to emerging 

markets. Whether it’s our award-winning e-FX platform 

for corporates, PACE, or tailored advisory services, we deliver 

the full capabilities of the firm to meet your unique needs.

Absa Capital, a division of Absa Bank Limited, Reg No 1986/004794/06. Authorised Financial Services Provider. Registered Credit Provider Reg No NCRCP7.
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For any advice please contact 

David Edwards
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ABSA CAPITAL SPOKESPERSON

THE continued uncertainty in the global econ-
omy has forced companies to be increasingly
conscious of risk management – not only in the
strategic direction of a company – but also in
the daily operations of its business.

The Trade and Working Capital team at
Absa Capital, which is affiliated to Barclays, is
increasingly seeing the impact of this in the way
clients choose to manage their short-term
working capital and international trade require-
ments. 

The uncertainty in the global economy has
had a significant impact on the business envi-
ronment. Clients are often perplexed about how
to deal with the increased volatility, or how to
protect themselves against such volatility.

Dealing with increased volatility 

A simple example of this is how clients can
best deal with the increased volatility of the
rand. As this risk differs significantly between
importers and exporters, different strategies
and decisions are required for each. 

The question when to hedge forward,
or when just to do spot payments is often
asked.

Innovative solutions

Factors such as the increased volatility, the
negative impact that the Eurozone is having
across the globe or the cash flow pressures that

some businesses are experiencing are all
prompting clients to look at innovative solu-
tions – to ensure greater certainty and security
in their dealings with suppliers. 

Secure payment options 

Typically, in the past, a very large percent-
age of clients conducted cross-border trade,
mostly on open account. Now, however, we are
starting to see clients increasingly using, and
preferring, letters of credit or bills for collection
as a secure payment options. 

This is an indication of the heightened lev-
els of attempts to mitigate risk in the trading
environment, and clients’ increased need to pro-
tect themselves against the risk of non-payment
and amplified market uncertainty.

Certainty of delivery

Letters of credit are a means of providing
both the buyer and the seller with protection
and certainty of payment and delivery. This is
especially useful for dealings in cross-border
transactions where payment is uncertain – a fac-
tor very relevant to South African companies in
increasingly vague times.  

Rather protect against risk

Although there is a cost when establishing
letters of credit, clients have learnt that the cost
of not protecting against risk is often far greater
than paying the upfront costs for bringing cer-
tainty into their business in the long run.

Domestic and international guarantees have
always formed an integral part of doing busi-
ness in Africa, and the rest of the world. Also
given the long lead times in the construction
and other related industries, many companies
are currently gearing up for future infrastruc-
ture development.

Brimming with opportunity

Many South African companies are also
looking at doing business north of our border
into the rest of Africa. 

While the continent is positively brimming
with opportunity, it presents a real challenge to
companies in terms of managing risk – espe-
cially to those who have not previously done
business into Africa.

Challenge

Due to the ever present political and cur-
rency fluctuations, the greatest challenge with
trade on the African continent is to take a long
term view on suppliers. It goes without saying
that these factors make it incredibly difficult for
businesses to do accurate planning and manage
day-to-day risk.

Mitigation

To this end, the fully local and fully global
capabilities and solutions provided by Absa
Capital and Barclays offer exporters the oppor-
tunity to mitigate all cross-border and interna-
tional payment risks.

SASFIN SPOKESPERSON

SASFIN is a niche banking and financial services
group. Aside from general banking, it provides a
suite of specialised services tailored to the needs
of entrepreneurs.

With a wealth of extensive in-house expertise
on all matters related to international trade, Sas-
fin has positioned itself as a “partner beyond
expectations” for the entrepreneur or business
seeking to import or export from South Africa.

It provides its clients with a single point of
contact for the entire import chain. This is
achieved by offering what it calls “Start-To-Fin-
ish” solutions that cover the entire process of
importing: finance to pay suppliers, forex, insur-
ance, forwarding/shipping, customs clearing,
warehousing, distribution, sales, and receiving

payment from customers.
The package of import and export

services encompasses trade finance,
debtor finance, commercial solutions
aimed at identifying lucrative government
incentives, foreign exchange facilities as
well as foreign exchange risk manage-
ment.

Through its wholly owned subsidiary
Sasfin Premier Logistics, the group also
offers a direct partner with decades of
freight and customs clearing experience
for both import and export.

In conjunction with Sasfin Insurance
Brokers coverage is provided for all the
risk requirements related to the import of
export process from start to finish.

Sasfin’s Cape Town office can be contacted on 021 443 6800. The website is www.sasfin.com.

CREDIT GUARANTEE SPOKESPERSON

WHETHER you believe the Eurozone is in melt-
down or not, it has posed other problems for
South African exporters.

Once a lucrative and almost sure export des-
tination for South African goods, it is now a
somewhat stagnant market, especially for per-
ishable goods.

Eying potential markets

“Fish, fruit and wine exporters are starting
to look at new potential markets and already a
discernible move is evident,” says Theo Reddi,
general manager exports, at Credit Guarantee.  

“And perhaps a little surprisingly, African

markets are starting to reflect a far greater
importance as new doors open for trade. 

“We have maintained an intensive and very
credible association with information sources
throughout the continent, and our approach of
getting feet on the ground in those markets is
now paying dividends,” says Reddi.

Established relationships

Not completely happy to rely solely on other
opinions, Reddi states that the company regu-
larly visits individual companies in various
African countries, trading with SA exporters, as
well as the banks, attorneys, collection agencies
and other institutions in those countries in
order to get first hand insight and experience

from those in the know.
“The fact that we can pick up a phone or

drop an email to a person that we already have
an established relationship with in Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania or others in West Africa, for
example, allows us to generate much more
influence when underwriting trade credit into
many of these expanding markets. 

New contacts

“Delivering the best possible opinion linked
with well reasoned assessments of the potential
risks in these countries empowers our exporters
to explore new contracts that would otherwise
have gone begging,” concludes Reddi.
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Trade and food: a case for protection?

SA exporters look to markets outside Europe

Uncertain economic environment prompts
businesses to better protect against risks


